














Your	NER	Board	had	its	first	meeting	of	
the	year	on	January	13th.		While	we	all	
know	each	other,	I	thought	it	would	be	
fun	to	have	an	“icebreaker”	at	the	start	
of	the	meeting	and	so	asked	each	to	
report	on	all	the	vehicles	owned	in	their	
household.		What	I	didn’t	reveal	until	
we	were	done	was	that	this	was	
actually	just	a	cheesy	trick	to	generate	
an	easy	to	write	column.		My	thinking	is	
that	our	club	includes	some	normal	
people	and	some	nut	jobs	and	you	
deserve	to	know	if	your	board	is	truly	
representative.		Well,	it	is.	

Rather	than	attempt	some	sort	of	
ranking,	I’ll	make	the	presentation	in	
alphabetic	order.		(Note	that	I’ve	
included	three	non-Board	members	
who	attend	our	monthly	meetings.)		Off	
we	go…

Anker	Berg-Sonne,	Membership	Chair	
(and	a	pretty	good	start	on	nutjobbery):		
2004	Boxster	S,	2009	Mercedes	CLK	
350,	2015	Chevy	Volt,	1941	Dodge	
Luxury	Liner	Coupe	(stylin’),	4	John	

Bill	Seymour,	NER	President

Deere	tractors	(antique	models	A,	B	
and	H	plus	a	modern	one	to	actually	do	
something).

Glenn	Champagne,	Administrative	VP	
(non-driving	events	–	why	didn’t	we	
change	that	title?):		1999	911,	2014	
Mercedes	E350,	2016	Mercedes	GLE	
400

Gary	Cooper,	VP	Communications:		
2003	Boxster,	2006	Honda	Civic	
(bought	new),	2012	Honda	CRV





Stan	Corbett,	DE	Registrar:		2006	
Cayman	S	(streetable	track	with	a	3.6),	
2009	Cayenne	S,	2011	Infiniti	FX35	
(full	disclosure:		Stan	doesn’t	like	this	
one)

John	Dunkle,	Track	Chair	(I	said	I	
wasn’t	going	to	do	this	but	he’s	close	to	
the	top):		1968	911	L,	1988	911	Turbo	
(930),	1989	911	C4,	1995	911	C4	(I	
want	one),	2002	Jeep	Liberty	
(217,000+	miles	–	I	don’t	want	one),	
2004	Porsche	Cayenne	S,	2007	Lotus	
Exige	S	(I	want	one)

(lots	of	nutjob	points),	2006	Cayman	S	
(streetable	track	with	a	3.8?),	2004	
Volvo	S60R,	2011	Dodge	Ram	Pickup,	
1968	Mercury	Cougar	drag	car	with	a	
nitrous	bottle	(you	can’t	make	this	sh**	
up!	But	will	it	beat	a	10.5	second	¼	
mile	put	down	by	a	GT2RS?)

Bill	Seymour,	President:		1960	356	(in	
the	family	for	58	years),	1989	
Caterham	Super	7,	2010	Cayman	S,	
2012	Honda	Odyssey,	shared	
ownership	of	3	track	cars	–	1987	BMW	
E30,	1991	914-6,	1993	Miata

Nick	Durham,	Secretary:		
1991	911	Cab,	2015	Mini	
Cooper,	1974	Kawasaki	
KZ400

Robert	Jacobson	(only	a	
partial	here	as	he	was	
unable	to	attend	and	
report):		1995	911,	1990	
944S2,	2010	Ford	F150,	
2017	Ford	Escape,	1995	
Miata	

Kristin	Larson,	Past	
President:		2004	Boxster	S,	
2006	Acura	RSX,	2013	
Taureg	Diesel,	2011	Cayman	
Interseries,	shared	ownership	of	3	
track	cars	–	1987	BMW	E30,	1991	
914-6,	1993	Miata

Adam	Schwartz,	VP	Driving	(we	have	
a	winnah!):		1975	914,	1984	911	
Turbo	(930),	2000	Boxster	S	trackcar,	
2001	Boxster	S	with	a	supercharger	

Sterling	Vernon,	Webmaster	(also	
close):		1973	914,	1986	944	Turbo,	
1986	944	non-Turbo	(points	for	two	of	
the	same	thing!),	2007	911	Targa,	
2008	Cayenne	Turbo,	2016	BMW	
335ix	Gran	Coupe,	Ducati	S2R	800	
Dark	(I	looked	it	up:		77hp	and	380lb.		
I	want	one	but	Rosemary	would	leave	
me.)



And	there	you	have	it:		28	Porsches	
spread	among	10	folks,	three	nutjobs	
have	5	Porsches	each,	a	couple	of	
motorcycles,	some	antique	tractors	
and	a	drag	racer.		And	you	elected	us!

And	the	final	unrelated	observation	that	
came	to	me	in	a	fever	dream.		In	10	
years	we	will	be	all	riding	around	in	
self-driving,	autonomous	cars.		And	
what	will	we	do	since	we	won’t	have	to	
drive?		They	will	have	internet	and	we’ll	
be	on	iRacing	practicing	laps	at	Lime	
Rock	in	our	Cayman	GT4	Clubsport!		
(OK,	you	will	be.		I’ll	be	in	the	Home.)











ACTION
AUCTION	

For	car	people	that	live	in	New	
England,		the	state	of	Arizona	has	
a	special	kind	of	draw	this	time	of	
year.	Not	only	is	there	an	absence	
of	cold	weather	and	snow	but	the	
biggest	names	in	the	car	auction	
business	gather	in	Scottsdale	in	
January	and	pass	cars	back	and	
forth	between	dealers,	collectors,	
investors,	and	speculators.

These	sales	are	always	of	great	
interest	to	my	loyal	readers	
because	Porsches	have	lead	the	
rising	tide	of	values	for	years.	As	I	
have	said	many	times,	thank	
goodness	I	didn’t	get	attached	to	
MG’s	or	Triumphs	in	high	school.	
While	they	are	great	cars	for	a	
weekend	ride	in	the	country,	they	
just	haven’t	gotten	the	traction	with	
collectors	like	the	356’s	and	early	
911’s.	Many	say	that	it	is	because	
they	are	now	orphans,	with	dealers	
having	closed	the	doors	years	ago.	
Like	our	Tubs,	British	car	vendors	

can	now	almost	build	a	car	
from	a	catalog,	but	there	aren’t	
any	new	British	car	dealers.	At	
least	not	any	dealers	that	
continue	the	sports	car	line	the	
way	that	Porsche	has	done.

Since	the	auction	houses	are	
paid	a	portion	of	the	selling	
price	it	only	makes	sense	that	
they	seek	out	cars	that	are	in	
the	six	figure	area	and	not	cars	
that	struggle	to	break	into	five	
figure	territory.	There	were	a	
few	token	MG’s	and	Triumph’s	
at		each	of	the	larger	venues	
but	the		German	marque	lead	
the	charge	into	the	high	dollar	
column	at	each	venue.	Higher	
average	sales	in	each	category	
lead	to	the	following	
breakdown	in	the	auctions	that	
specialize	in	sports	cars	:

Gooding	&	Co:											
13%	offerings	were	Porsches
																						



Bonhams:																					
17%	offerings	were	Porsches
																						
Sotheby’s:																				
12%	offerings	were	Porsches
																			
The	sheer	number	of	offerings	will	cause	me	to	
narrow	down	my	analysis	to	just	356	Speedsters	
this	time	around.	I	think	that	it	is	a	good	example	
of	what’s	going	on	at	auctions	today.

Gooding	&	Co	had	many	Porsches	but	my	
interest	was	in	the	three	Speedsters	that	were	
offered.	One	was	a	barn	find,	a	mostly	white	’55	
that	needed	everything.	It	hadn’t	run	in	years	
and	pretty	much	needed	a	total	restoration.	The	
interior	was	trash,	the	paint	was	peeling,	the	
jack	points	had	disappeared	years	ago	and	the	
engine	was	a	huge	unknown	as	it	wasn’t		the	
one	that	was	delivered	with	the	car	when	new	
(matching)	and	hadn’t	run	in	years.

Some	“period	upgrades”	didn’t	help	the		value	
as	someone	had	added	teardrop	taillights	and	a	
big	hole	was	punched	in	the	dash	for	a	radio,	
plus	holes	for	extra	gauges.	These	things	would	
need	to	be	corrected	when	the	new	owner	
embarked	on	that	slippery	restoration	slope.

The	second	one	was	a	lovely	1958	in	Fjord	
Green	with	brown	(correct	to	the	COA)

until	you	got	up	close.	Some	of	the	trim	
under	the	door	had	been	installed	without	
the	gaskets	underneath,	there	was	a	“high	
bow”	front	bumper	on	a	car	that	should’ve	
had	a	low	bow	example	which	with	the	
different	location	of	the	support	brackets	
would	lead	one	to	believe	that	the	nose	
had	been	replaced	at	some	point.	That	
was	in	addition	to	the	patches	on	the	
floors.

The	rear	bumper	was	done	well	and	the	
CA	plate	added	a	nice	touch	but	it	had	the	
wrong	engine	and	a	later	set	of	disc	brakes	
had	replaced	the	correct	drums.

The	third	Speedster	offered	was	the	best	
of	the	best.	A	rare	black	car	when	new,	it	
had	been	restored	to	museum	quality	by	
Tom	Scott	,	a	well	know	expert,	and	won	
it’s	class	at	the	2017	PCA	Parade.	Not	a	
nut	or	bolt	was	left	untouched	(or	unplated	
for	that	matter)	and	it	was	an	example	that	
others	could	be	measured	against.

So	how	do	these	cars	measure	the	
market?	Clearly	the	restored	class	winner	
had	the	greatest	value,	the	green	car	could	
be	classed	as	a	driver	and	the	barn	find	
maybe	a	diamond	in	the	rough.	
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The	final	sales	numbers	were:

Black	1957																										$533,000
																																				
Fjord	Green	1958															$236,500
																																				
Barn	Find	1955																			$209,000
																					
Other	auction	houses	showed	the	same	kind	of	
spread	between	show	cars	and	the	“ran	when	
parked”examples.	So	when	people	ask,	“what’s	
the	market	doing?”	I	think	the	answer	depends	
upon	the	condition	of	the	car.	Most	buyers	want	
to	pay	more	and	get	more	and	not	spend	the	
next	few	years	chasing	parts	and	body	shop	
owners.	Cars	that	are	all	done	to	a	high	
standard	are	still	rising	in	value	as	fewer	of	them	
are	available.	Cars	with	significant	needs	are	
declining	in	value	as	more	and	more	of	them	are	
being	dragged	out	into	the	sunlight.	More	
projects	to	pick	from	mean	more	supply,	lower	
demand,	and	therefore	lower	prices.

Having	covered	the	state	of	the	356	market	I	
can	add	that	there	were	some	terrific	cars	to	be	
seen	and	admired	in	Scottsdale	this	year	as	
there	are	every	year.	Like	the	Viper	Green	1973	
911T	with	3400	miles	on	it,	I	think	it	still	had	the	
original	air	in	the	tires.	Original,	low	mileage	cars	
bring	all	the	money	and	then	some.	

This	one	went	out	the	door	at	$330k:
																																
															

There	was	a	new	911R	at	Bonhams	with	
38	miles	on	it	that	rang	the	bell	at	
$478,500:

														





One	of	the	big	winners	for	the	week	was	the	
seller	of	the	1955	550A	Spyder	that	every	plastic	
replica	is	copied	after:

The	week	wasn’t	all	car	auctions	as	we	
were	able	to	meet	up	with	Colin	and	
Loosey	Blake,	PCA	members	from	a	few	
years	ago	and	who	still	help	with	the	
website	for	the	TYP356NE	group.	They	
took	us	to	one	of	their	favorite	watering	
holes	that	only	a	local	would	know	and	
were	able	to	come	over	on	Sunday	to	
Rob’s	house	to	watch	the	Patriots	do	their	
thing.

Another	terrific	week	in	sunny	Azriona	and	
not	a	bit	of	snow	to	shovel.	Definitely	an	
annual	event	from	here	on.

													KTF

This	Factory	race	car	had	a	lengthy	race	history	
and	was	the	second	to	last	550A	produced	out	
of	a	total	of	40.	Just	seeing	the	car	in	person	
was	a	treat.	It	took	$5,170,000	to	claim	
ownership.

That	is	what	makes	the	Scottsdale	auctions	
such	a	bucket	list	item	that	you	can	visit	every	
year,	the	invertory	keep	changing.	I	don’t	have	
room	here	to	review	the	Big	Show	at	Barrett	
Jackson	as	it	is	rather	beyond	the	scope	of	this	
column,		but	let’s	just	say	that	it	was	as	
entertaining	as	ever.				





So	here	we	are	in	the	middle	of	
winter.	While	the	weather	still	was	
reasonably	warm	I	started	work	on	
FUNTOY,	starting	by	putting	her	on	
jack	stands	and	changing	the	engine	
oil,	and	then	moving	on	to	the	
transmission	oil.	Making	the	job	a	
little	complicated	was	removing	the	
rear	suspension	braces	because	I	
haven’t	drilled	the	hole	in	the	central	
brace	that	allows	draining	the	oil	
without	removing	the	brace.	Got	
them	off	and	drained	the	old	
transmission	fluid.	Discovered	that	
neither	the	fill	plug,	nor	the	drain	plug	
(which	on	the	six	speed	have	
identical	threads)	was	magnetic,	the	
drain	plug	is	supposed	to	be.	After	
the	new	transmission	oil	was	put	in	I	
got	to	mounting	the	braces	again.	Of	
course	the	suspension	had	shifted	
and	the	holes	didn’t	line	up.	After	a	
lot	of	pushing	and	pulling	and	
skinning	my	knuckles	I	was	
eventually	able	to	get	the	center	
brace	on	with	the	help	of	a	ratchet	
strap	and	a	lot	of	muscle.	At	this	
point	I	was	exhausted	and	decided	to	
call	it	a	day.	The	next	day	the	cold	
snap	rolled	in	and	hasn’t	let	up	since.	
So	the	poor	car	is	still	sitting	on	jack	
stands	waiting	for	me	to	mount	the	
diagonal	braces.

						To	make	matters	worse,	I	
managed	to	ignore	another	one	of	

the	basics	and	walked	through	the	
basement	of	a	house	under	
reconstruction	without	adequate	
lighting.	I	stepped	right	into	a	sump	
pump	well	cut	into	the	middle	of	the	
floor.	The	damage	to	my	legs	was	
substantial.	A	deep	gash	under	my	
right	knee,	abrasions	on	my	left	shin,	
an	impressive	hematoma	on	my	left	
thigh,	and	the	impact	aggravated	the	
arthritis	in	both	my	knees.	To	make	
matters	worse,	this	was	during	the	
blizzard,	only	emergency	rooms	were	
open	and	I	don’t	have	a	car	that’s	
safe	to	drive	in	those	conditions.	My	
neighbor’s	wife	was	kind	enough	to	
drive	me	there	in	her	pickup	truck	to	
join	all	the	fall	victims	and	get	
stitched	up.	I	am	under	doctor’s	
orders	to	not	kneel	or	stress	my	
knees	for	the	next	6	weeks,	so	
FUNTOY	maintenance	will	resume	in	
March.	Going	to	be	a	busy	month.	I	
have	a	long	list:	replace	the	AOS,	



clean	the	MAF	and	throttle	body,	
clean	the	radiators,	check	the	
serpentine	belt,	get	Bridgestone	
Potenza	RE-71s	on	my	AX	rims,	and	
then	there’s	cleaning,	claying,	
polishing.	Hope	to	make	it	all.

In	February,	we	will	drive	to	the	
Florida	Keys	where	we	have	rented	a	
house	in	Islamorada	for	the	full	
month.	Our	plan	is	to	simply	relax	
and	soak	up	warmth	and	sun	rays.	
We	won’t	be	driving	the	Boxster	–	
trying	to	limit	miles	put	on	it	–	but	in	
my	daily	driver,	a	2009	Mercedes	
CLK	450	convertible.	I	do	plan	a	
Porsche	activity	down	there	-	visiting	
Pedro	Bonilla,	the	PCA	Boxster	
technical	chair.

In	May/June	we	plan	to	attend	the	
Blue	Ridge	Boxster	Summit.	This	
time	most	definitely	in	the	Boxster.
Its	becoming	apparent	that	being	the	
NER	membership	chair	and	a	
supporting	member	of	the	
communications	team	is	not	going	to	
be	a	cushy	job	but	it	will	be	fun.	I	
plan	to	attend	as	many	NER	events	
and	get	to	know	as	many	members	
as	possible.	I’ll	also	be	taking	
pictures	with	a	new	camera	body	that	
the	birthday	fairy	gave	me	for	my	
upcoming	birthday.	On	the	activity	
side,	I	love	AX	and	plan	to	do

as	many	as	possible.	And,	together	
my	wife	and	I	enjoy	all	the	social	
activities	in	addition	to	just	going	for	
drives	with	the	top	down	when	the	
weather	is	good.	Porsches	on	the	
Mountain	is	a	must.	I	think	John	
Dunkle’s	initiative	with	classic	
Porsche	DE	is	fantastic	and	hope	to	
be	able	to	do	one	or	two.	

Going	to	be	a	busy	summer!

















































































Sometimes	with	jumbo	size	regions	
the	ability	to	gather	in	one	location	
becomes	a	challenge.	The	N.E.	
Region	PCA	members	stay	away	
from	bridges	in	the	summer	to	avoid	
the	fun	of	idling	in	traffic	for	2	or	3	
hours	because	we	are	already	where	
the	travelers	want	to	be	at!	The	bridge	
problem	is	a	non-issue	this	time	of	
year	unless	a	light	post	falls	off	the	
bridge	and	blocks	2	lanes	of	traffic.	
Yes,	that	really	happened	with	the	70	
M.P.H.	winds	in	December.	

We	are	not	a	group	challenging	the	
N.E.	P.C.A.!	We	are	regular	PCA	folks	
that	enjoy	our	cars	years	round	here	
on	Cape	Cod.	Across	the	bridge	you	
mainlanders	had	2	feet	of	snow	on	
the	ground	on	Jan.	1st.	I	had	½	“in	
the	midcape	area.	The	996	does	okay	
in	minimal	snow	but	the	wide	tires	
have	not	been	swapped	out	for	taller	
aspect	snows.	

We	gather	in	the	summertime	at	exit	
9A	in	the	Ring	Brothers	plaza	in	front	
of	the	D’Angelo’s	sandwich	job	at	
8:30	am	every	Saturday.	Being	
outside	lends	a	car	show	atmosphere	
to	every	Saturday	and	the	
conversation	along	with	the	
camaraderie	makes	for	an	
outstanding	way	to	start	a	Saturday.	
It’s	surprising	to	me	the	number	of	
356’s	that	show	up.

The	Gruppe	used	to	gather	at	
Buckie’s	in	Dennis	Port	all	year	long	
but	as	we	grew	in	numbers	we	
outgrew	that	facility.	There’s	no	space

limitation,	unless	we	surpass	100	
cars,	at	the	exit	9A	parking	lot.	The	
Hearth	&	Kettle	located	in	South	
Yarmouth	at	1196	Main	Street	South	
Yarmouth,	MA.	02664	is	the	winter	
location	for	most	of	our	weekly	
Saturday	breakfasts.	You	can	always	
check	the	Facebook	group	for	
changes.	

The	largest	group	of	cars	so	far	
approached	40	this	summer.	We	are	
amazed	at	the	growth	and	
participation	from	Off	Cape	Porsche	
Pushers.	The	South	Shore	group	and	
Rhode	Island	group	have	both	helped	
with	increasing	our	weekly	numbers.	
Many	readers	may	have	cottages	or	
second	homes	here	on	the	Cape.	Put	
us	on	your	Cape	radar	to	come	and	
have	coffee	and	a	conversation	with	
some	fellow	N.E.	Region	PCA	
members.	

We	have	been	challenged	to	get	
across	a	bridge	and	be	a	bigger	part	
of	the	N.E.	Region.	We	expect	a	large	
presence,	for	us,	at	the	Ramble	in	
April.	We	know	that	the	bridges	are	2	
way.	About	10	of	us	did	work	or	
display	at	the	Zone	1	Concours	last	
spring.	

The	other	resource	that	you	might	
want	to	consider	is	the	institutional	
Porsche	and	PCA	knowledge	base	
that	we	have.	We	are	mostly	retired	
or	semiretired	families	with	an	
excellent	grasp	of	356’s	in	particular.	

Come	down	and	see	us	this	year!	








